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Fundamental of AI. 



The AI ecosystem is evolving fast…
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Hardware 

Infrastructure

Data 

Infrastructure

Data Platforms

AI Platforms

AI Services

Applications

Hardware optimized for machine learning, 

data platform, data infrastructure

Data repositories and management

Data collection, preparation, enrichment

Data science platforms

AI platforms

AI frameworks, software, APIs 

Higher-order AI services and building blocks 

(e.g. speech recognition, natural language 

processing)

Intelligent applications built on AI platforms, 

or leverage AI APIs to deliver intelligent 

services

TPU

Keras ML

“40% of all digital transformation initiatives, and 

100% of all IoT, will be supported by AI” 

– IDC



North America healthcare cognitive computing market by technology
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Natural learning 

processing

Machine learning

Automated reasoning

Other technologies

USD Billion

ML uses monitors to 

recommend fitness routines

ML uses monitors to warn

of possible disease

Autonomous diagnostic 

devices using AI

Historical “digital footprints” 

using AI to identify disease

Personalized treatment 

plans designed by ML

Interactive kiosks register 

patients and triage

1   Source: http://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/healthcare-cognitive-computing-market 

AI in healthcare

30-50%
productivity improvement 

for nurses using AI

5-9%
Health expenditure savings 

using ML to tailor treatments

$2-$10T
Savings thru tailored drugs



HPE is making AI Enterprise-grade

For HPE and Channel Partner internal use only 5

Using AI to perfect race strategy Converging AI, IT and OT

to boost output and quality

Accelerating Alzheimer’s research

100x using in-memory analytics



DZNE discovered HPE’s Memory-Driven 

Computing — and saw unprecedented 

computational speed improvements that hold 

new promise in the race against Alzheimer’s 

60% power reduction cuts research costs

101x
increase in analytics speed blasts 

research bottlenecks, leading to shorter 

processing time — from 22 minutes to

13 seconds

Memory-Driven Computing helps outpace the global time bomb 
of neurodegenerative disease





The circular relationship between AI and data

The heart of what makes AI work is good data—the right data, in the right place, with the 

right properties you can use to train a model



Deep Learning

− Unsupervised training

− Generic code

− Pattern recognition

Systems can:

− Observe

− Test 

− Refine

Successes:

− AlphaGO: First Computer GO program to beat a human 

− Deep Face: Face Verification

− Libratus: AI Poker App

− Digital virtual assistants: Siri

− Google: Self-driving cars

Early Artificial Intelligence

− ENIAC: heralded the Giant Brain“; 

used for WW II Ballistics

− Industrial Robots 

Machine Learning

− Deep Blue: beating World 

Chess Champion –

Kasparov

− DARPA Challenge: 

autonomous vehicle drove 

132 miles

Small Data Sets

Massive Structured Data Sets

Massive Unstructured Big Data

Predictive models defined by 
machines based neural networks

Statistical and mathematical models 
applied  to solve problems 

Advanced Analytics
and Heuristic 

1940-1980 1990-2000’s Today

Deep learning has evolved to become predictive and 
automated
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HPE’s technical focus areas within AI
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Machine

learning

Natural

language

Smart

robotics

Computer

vision

Autonomous

vehicles

Virtual

agents

Inference

THE EDGE CORE

Training:

Deep learning

Collect massive amounts of data

Trained models

– Deep learning because of massive compute power 

and data mass

– Prediction from huge amounts of data

– Machine learning inside applications

– Inference at the edge

– Building of, and simulations on, digital twins

– Building AI into our products for better 

management and support
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Thank you


